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20 Children, 6 Adults Killed... Gunman Dead... Conflicting Reports Lead To Confusion Over Killer's Identity... NBC: Weapons Were Legally Purchased, Registered To Gunman's Mother... AP Names Suspect... Official: Suspect's Brother Not Involved... Adult Found Dead At Second Site Presumed Mother Of Gunman... Obama: 'Too Many Of These Tragedies'... Shooting Timeline... HuffPost Live: Speak Out... How You Can Help... LIVE UPDATES

WATCH: Latest News On The Shooting
Right after the shooting I saw the patterns forming. It always happens when there is a code behind something.

As a codebreaker one picks up a sixth-sense of these things. Much like an investigator sees things that others normally do not pick up on.

Well, needless to say, the massacre at NEWTOWN CONNECTICUT is one of those bizarre codes that is unraveling in real time.
I have a responsibility, with the gift that God has given me, to make these revelations public in order to affect the time-space continuum and quantum-entangle or unentangle certain terrible events that are gestating beyond this realm and that begun this year.

There are evil forces working behind the scenes and these forces used Adam Lanza as their instrument in order to bring into being a terrible set of EVEN7S as you will see. I pray that this information stops this from happening.
Today at 14:16 hours on 12/16/12 I received a download of a code embedded within the word **NEWTOWN**.

These codes just jump out at me.

This code happened when I saw this image on my Yahoo Insider pop up window when I access my account. The headline said....

**Death threat prompts police response to Newtown church on Sunday**
That’s when it hit me!!!
The **NEWTOWN** Code

**Death threat prompts police response to Newtown church on Sunday**

*By Dylan Stableford, Yahoo! News | The Lookout – 4 hrs ago*

**[Updated at 2:40 p.m. ET]**

NEWTOWN, Conn.–St. Rose of Lima Roman Catholic Church was evacuated during its noon mass on Sunday due to an anonymous threat made by phone.

A spokesman for the church told Yahoo News that an unidentified male called the rectory, threatening to "kill everyone."

"My friend didn't finish the job," the caller said, according to the church official.

The church alerted state police, who said it was a credible enough threat and ordered the church be evacuated, the spokesman said.
The FIRST code 1 got!

NEW + 7 + OWN
NWO + 7 + WEN
7 + 7 = 14 = Z

WWZ? = MAZZ KILL? MAZZ + ACHU + ZETZ?
All I did was **CONNECT+&+CUT** the letters in **NEWTOWN**.

There is a definite series of embedded numerics that can only be understood beyond time and space that have to do with what transpired in **NEWTOWN** Connecticut on **12/14/2012**.
How does this happen?

God allows me to see. He let’s me see words and beyond words, I see patterns and their correlation with dates, places and **EVEN7S** embedded within.

In this case the word **NEWTOWN** just appeared and stood out as a code and I begin to see it in multiple patterns.
Codes Happen

To start, here is an example.
On 1/7/2012 I received, in the middle of a training and lecture I was giving, a download of the word **EVEN7S**.
Yes, instead of the **T**, I saw the number **7** within the word.
Thus we have a code.
If we are to exclude the number 7 and just focus on the letters within the encoded word **EVEN7S** you can spell out another word. Guess what word it is?
EVEN7S
SEVEN7
What are the odds?

What are the odds of the word \textbf{EVEN7S} being embedded with the number \textbf{7} within and the remaining letters spelling the word \textbf{SEVEN}?

I know, these things are beyond our sense of reasoning for they are downloaded into my mind from beyond this world... supernaturally. I believe that I tap into a library of data of transpired or events before they transpire.
12/16/2012

Well, it happened again on this day. It just happens to be a 16 on the calendar. And 1+6=7. So, there you go.

After what happened in NEWTOWN Connecticut I saw a pattern forming. I decoded it as well. Almost instantaneously. Like if I were driving through time and space at full speed. Like in warp drive. I am propelled into hyperspace and can see all manifestations of the code at once.

ILLUMINATI MIND CONTROL, GUNS AND THE NEW WORLD ORDER

DECEMBER 16, 2012

Our hearts and prayers go out to the families who lost their loved ones in the Connecticut Illuminati mind-controlled shootings. If the American people ever wake up to who is behind all of this, there will be hell to pay in a quite literal sense of the word. The “rich-men-of-the-earth” will stop at nothing to accomplish their goal of a NEW WORLD ORDER. THE NUMBERS ARE ALL THERE FOR ANYONE TO SEE. 12-14-2012 ADDS UP TO 13. 1+2 = 3, THEN 1+4 = 5, THEN 2+1=2=5, THEREFORE 3+5+5 =13. DATE VERY IMPORTANT. FIRST MEDIA CALL 27 DEAD 9+9 = 27, AND 18 CHILDREN 6+6+6 or 1+8 = 9 the number of JUDGMENT. This is then modified to 20 children and 28 dead to hide the real truth of the numbers, all given by media to alert those “in the know” who was behind it. Same thing with all of these mass murders. All timed for maximum effect to GET THE GUNS OUT OF THE HANDS OF THE PEOPLE, so the REAL KILLING MACHINES OF THE ILLUMINATI CAN GO INTO FULL ACTION, and murder MILLIONS of Americans who will have no weapons to defend themselves.

Shootings occurred at “Sandy Hook”. Remember TROPICAL STORM SANDY? The destroyer? How it came to shore October 29th, and the 40 day warning to Hanukkah Eve? How Obama was reelected Nov 6, another 40 day warning to the end of Hanukkah? That the shooting of the children was on the last day of Hanukkah, exactly 40 days after Obama’s election? Sandy “HOOK”? What does a “hook” do? WAKE UP!! WAKE UP!! It also happened in the State of CONNECT-I-CUT, or CONNECT to OCCULT THINGS and then CUT OFF OTHER THINGS. Obama declared he would make WAR ON CHRISTMAS. I have that on video. IT HAS BEGUN. What do you suppose he intends to CUT OFF?

It is also interesting that George Washington died on December 14, 1799. He was considered the FATHER OF THE NATION our first President. HE DIED, SO IS THE DEATH OF AMERICA BEING ANNOUNCED? Do not forget the
THE NEWTOWN CODE

Here it goes...

The word NEWTOWN is also an embedded code.
I do not know how to explain it to anyone that can see this. But it is a code.

See for yourself!
• NEWTOWN = 7 Letters
• NEW+7+OWN
• Words embedded:
  • NEW, NOW, OMEN, WOMEN, NEW, MEN, NO, ON, WENT, TWENT, TWO, WE WON and the number 7
• NEWTOWN is 7 letters.

Here is the MOSAIC of the NEW7OWN code.
The **7WO WOMEN** of **NEW7OWN**

- Two women stood out in the news on the mass killing in NEW7OWN.
- The Principal of SANDY HOOK Elementary School: Dawn Hochsprung=(14 letters)
- And the mother of the Adam Lanza, the shooter: Nancy Lanza whose last name before she got married was Champion.
It has not stopped!

• Just now. As I write this, this happened on 16 Dec 2012, just TWO days after the EVEN7S.

NEWTOWN, Conn.--St. Rose of Lima Roman Catholic Church was evacuated during its noon mass on Sunday due to an anonymous threat made by phone.

A spokesman for the church told Yahoo News that an unidentified male called the rectory, threatening to "kill everyone."

"My friend didn't finish the job," the caller said, according to the church official.
Death threat prompts police response to Newtown church on Sunday

By Dylan Stableford, Yahoo! News | The Lookout – 4 hrs ago

[Updated at 2:40 p.m. ET]

NEWTOWN, Conn.--St. Rose of Lima Roman Catholic Church was evacuated during its noon mass on Sunday due to an anonymous threat made by phone.

A spokesman for the church told Yahoo News that an unidentified male called the rectory, threatening to "kill everyone."

"My friend didn't finish the job," the caller said, according to the church official.

The church alerted state police, who said it was a credible enough threat and ordered the church be evacuated, the spokesman said.
• Is this the same DEMON that has jumped from Adam Lanza’s body into the body of this man that claims to be a friend of Adam Lanza.

• These copycat events could be the same DEMON transference via a new form of PROGRAMMING that Robert Duncan talks about in his books. It is a form of Soul-scalping. In the news report, the DEMON is boasting about killing more and thus creating fear in the Christian population.
Coincidence? No such thing!

- The initial reports said that there were 27 victims. **27 IS 9+9+9=666**
- Initial reports said that there were 18 children killed. **18 is 6+6+6.**
- In the word **NEW7OWN** there is the word **7WEN7** and **7WO**.
- The killer, **ADAM LANZA** is 9 letters.
- He was **20 TWEN7Y** years old.
FORGIVE & NEWTOWN

The T is a 7 as in SEVEN7Y (70).

70 times 7 you must FORGIVE (7 letters)

Yeshua says SEVEN7Y times SEVEN you must FORGIVE.

The word NEWTOWN has the initials NWO as in New World Order and NEW.

The only remaining character is the T which is a 7 in the code I received.
Today is 16. That is 1+6=7.
The killings at NEWTOWN happened on 14
14 is 7+7.
Let’s just wait and see what happens on 7+7+7
which is 12/21/2012.
Or even on the 7WEN+T 7WO of December.
NWO in the NEW7OWN Code

Another letter sequence is clearly visible in the word NEW7TOWN and if read backwards, from right to left, it reads NWO7WEN. Here I see 7WO and 7 WOMEN ushering in the New World Order in America. 27 WOMEN. It starts in NEW7OWN. Mothers speaking out on Gun Control, the number 7WO amendment or 2nd Amendment.
WASHINGTON

Also George Washington’s death was on Dec 14 1799!

Even the name George Washington has the word NEW7OWN inside it.

Too many 9’s and 6’s and 7’s on this day.

Sadly, it was mostly little children who were 6 and 7 years old that were assassinated in cold blood.
What are the Odds?
Batman and Sandy Hook Connection

The following image is of a map that appears in the most recent Batman The Dark Night Rises movie that triggered the Aurora Colorado movie theater shooting.

It mentions Sandy Hook!

What are the odds of this happening unless it were intentional and meant as a trigger of sorts for the mind-control or soul-scalping victims being used?
GORDON: To mark the truck. Get a GPS on it so
GORDON: To mark the truck. Get a GPS on it so
Adam Lanza

- Lanza means spear in Spanish. Spear as in to pierce. Like Longinus used a Lanza to pierce Jesus Christ on his side.
- Adam means man. A man with a spear.
- Adam Lanza is 9 letters long.
- His brother, whom the confused at the beginning with Adam because they say he had his brother’s ID at the time is Ryan Lanza; also 9 letters long. Ryan Lanza said he hadn’t seen his brother in 2 years. What would Adam Lanza be doing with his ID then?
- Ryan said his brother was a “GOTH” as in Gothic (into the occult, death cult.. Similar to Columbine cult?).
The mask Adam Lanza used
• LANza worked in a TECH Club at the High School where he studied until 10th Grade. Curiously Adam LANza installed a LAN in his house. His mom took him out of school then.

• LANZA is also the 3rd person singular of the verb LANZAR in Spanish which means *to cast, to throw* and also *to lunge at*.

• Unlike with most of the lonely gunmen we see, Lanza does not seem to have 3 words in his name. (Lee Harvey Oswald, John Wilkes Boothe etc). Or does he have a middle name?
WE WON?

• By highlighting (HIGH+LIGHT) the 7s in the NEW7OWN Code we find incredible patterns forming.
• I clearly see the words WE WON!
• Also the initials NOM stand out. NOM is the same acronym for NWO but in Spanish, Nuevo Orden Mundial.
• Turn the M and W upside down and you get the same letter.
• Is this a way of the NWO saying they WON in NEW7OWN??
WE MONE THE MOON

- Also I see the words WE MONE. (We Moan?)
- Also MONO which means single or lonely in Greek. As in living a life of solitude.
- It also refers to the Moon!

Mone Meaning and Definition

1. (n.) The moon.
2. (n.) A moan.

Mone: words in the definition
A, Moan, Moon, The,
Crescent Moon on 12/14/2012
Incredible numerical patterns

• At the Wikipedia entry of the shooting the same numbers appear! This is no random event! It almost seems to have been played out numerically. Again, what are the odds?

• Quoting from the Wiki entry:
  – “First grade teacher Kaitlyn Roig, age 29, hid 14 students in a bathroom and barricaded the door, telling them to be completely quiet in order to keep them safe.”
"Maryann Jacob, the school's library clerk, instructed 18 children to crawl into a storage room, then barricaded the door using a filing cabinet."
“Lanza stopped shooting between 9:46 a.m. and 9:53 a.m. after firing approximately 50 to 100 shots. All victims were shot multiple times and at least one victim was shot 11 times. Most of the shooting took place in two 1st-grade classrooms, with 14 killed in one room and 6 in the other. The children killed were 6 and 7 years old; there were 8 boys and 12 girls. The 6 adults were all women who worked at the school. A total of 28 people were fatally shot that morning, including Lanza who shot himself in the head as first responders arrived at the school.”
• 50 + 100 = 5 + 1 = 6
• 18 = 6 + 6 + 6
• 6 women shot.
• 8 boys and 12 girls. 8 + 12 = 20.
• 27 (9 + 9 + 9) killed + 1 - the killer = 28 = 7 + 7 + 7 + 7
Incredible numerical patterns

- Please see more patterns in the events transpired at the Sand Hook School.
Thank you for your attention.
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